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Abstract

In complex situations involving communication, agents might attempt to mask their intentions, essentially exploiting Shannon’s theory of information as a theory of misinformation. Here, we introduce and analyze a simple multiagent reinforcement learning task where a buyer sends signals to a seller via its actions, and in which both agents are endowed with a recursive theory of mind. We show that this theory of mind, coupled with pure reward-maximization, gives rise to agents that selectively distort messages and become skeptical towards one another. Using information theory to analyze these interactions, we show how savvy buyers reduce mutual information between their preferences and actions, and how suspicious sellers learn to strategically reinterpret or discard buyers’ signals.

1 Introduction

Actions speak louder than words—sometimes enabling us to infer another person’s beliefs and desires. Savvy speakers spin stories to fit their audience, like house buyers feigning disinterest to get a better deal; savvy listeners retaliate by ignoring them, like sellers sticking to their original prices. We employ information theory to analyze such signalling behavior in a simple two-agent task, showing how purely reward-maximizing agents endowed with a theory of mind (ToM) distort and re-interpret signals. We achieve this via the reinforcement learning (RL) framework of Interactive Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (IPOMDP) [1].

IPOMDPs enable agents to plan through another agent’s inference process via a theory of mind (Fig. [1]). At the lowest level, this can be understood as planning through another agent’s inverse reinforcement learning (IRL), but can be taken further, allowing ever more sophisticated agents to model one another’s inferences and planning processes recursively. A theory of mind such as this can be used for cooperation and deception [2,3,4,5,6], is hypothesized to underlie key parts of human economic and social cognition [7,8,9,10,11,12,13], and to arise already in childhood [14].

Information theory (IT) is a particularly helpful tool to understand the messages that get sent among agents in such complex interactions, particularly regarding deception [15,16]. It has also been used explicitly in multi-agent RL. Strouse et al. [17] showed that training the observed agent to minimize or maximize the Mutual Information (MI) between its action and goals improves (mis-)communication in cooperative and competitive games. In contrast, we show that this reduction emerges from reward maximization and theory of mind alone—without handcrafting any reward function.

To the AI community, our work demonstrates how complex signalling behavior can emerge via pure reward maximization [18]. To the cognitive science and economics communities, we highlight computations that show how humans might optimally act when signalling using theory of mind. Information theory provides a tool with which to understand deception and skepticism.
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2 Paradigm, model, and agents

We model a buyer and a seller interacting over three stages (Fig. 1). Imagine a store owner offering items at stalls in various locations, and using observations of buyer behavior to set subsequent prices.

In the first stage, the buyer enters what can be thought of as a simple T-Maze with an apple and an orange located in opposite arms. The buyer incurs costs for travelling down one of the arms until it reaches and consumes one of the fruits, for which it duly receives a reward based on its preferences. Crucially, the buyer’s decisions are observed by the seller [19] who in turn is aware of the buyer’s travelling cost, but is not aware of its preferences.

In the second stage, the seller uses their observation of the buyer to set prices for a future possible purchase of one of these two items. In the third stage, the buyer purchases one of the items for the set price and then consumes it, again receiving a reward for this consumption. For illustrative purposes, we here restrict the preferences of oranges and apples to sum to 10. We impose the same restriction on the walking cost in the first stage and the prices the seller can set in the second stage.

We study different levels of sophistication of IPOMDP buyers and sellers arising from the recursive depth of their ToM. As the turns in this game alternate [13], the ToM levels of buyer and seller also alternate, starting from the simplest buyer, which we denote as ToM(-1). The ToM(-1) buyer independently decides based on cost/price and preferences at the first and second stages without taking into account the seller. The ToM(0) seller does Bayesian inverse reinforcement learning [20] on the buyer’s first stage actions to infer the buyer’s preferences and set its own prices. The ToM(1) buyer takes this inference process into account, and performs model-based planning through the seller’s inverse reinforcement learning to optimize the sum of both first and second stage payoffs. The ToM(2) seller tries to defend against this hacking via higher-order inverse reinforcement learning, which the ToM(3) buyer again attempts to ‘hack’. Unlike Camerer et al. [12], we assume a strict nesting, where each ToM-level uses only a model of the agent one step below on the ToM ladder. Furthermore, all buyers act in the same way in the final stage, purely maximizing their reward based on their preferences and the seller’s prices, without taking into account any further step.

3 Results

We present the agents’ policies resulting from this progressive, recursive modelling, focusing on the two signature decisions of buyer and seller: the buyer’s first action, and the seller’s corresponding price. In parallel, we will re-express the (mis-)information sent and received by the agents through the lens of information theory.

The ToM(-1) buyer acts naively, maximizing the utility of each stage separately. Fig. 2A duly shows the probabilities of choosing an apple. The apple is more likely to be chosen when it is closer (left of x-axis) and more preferred (top of y-axis). We can re-express this in information-theoretic terms by measuring how informative the buyer’s choice is about its preferences, i.e., the Mutual Information (MI) between the buyer’s preferences and their initial choice. This MI is shown in Fig. 2F—the action is generally informative, particularly when the fruits are nearly equidistant from the buyer.
Figure 2: (A-C) Buyer policy in first stage as a function of the distance and the preference towards the apple shown by different ToM-levels. Note that we are using a soft policy with a temperature of $\beta = .5$. (D-E) Seller prices after a buyer chose the apple as a function of the distance to the apple, for the two different seller ToM-levels. (F) Amount of deception by the different ToM buyers quantified by the mutual information between the buyer’s apple preferences and the probability that they will pick an apple. (G) Strength of the seller’s belief update quantified by the KL-Divergence between their (flat) prior and posterior over the apple preferences, after observing the buyer choose the closer and thus more likely object (apple in left half, orange in shaded right half). (H) Dissimilarity between the $ToM(k)$ seller’s assumed policy and the $ToM(k + 1)$ buyer’s actual policy, simultaneously showing the hacking success of the buyer and error of the seller.

In turn the ToM(0) seller can translate what it knows about the ToM(-1) policy into prices via inverse reinforcement learning. Fig.2D shows these prices for the case that the buyer has chosen the apple in the first stage. Since the ToM(-1) signal is reliable, the prices match the distance walked. IT again lets us re-express this “trust” in the buyer’s action in mathematical terms. Specifically, we can measure the strength of the seller’s belief update via the Kullback-Leibler-divergence (KLD) between its (flat) prior and posterior. In Fig.2G, we show the KLD for the choice of the more likely item, which is apple when apple is closer and orange when orange is closer (the latter shown in the shaded area). This highlights how the seller uses every step of the buyer as a signal.

Aiming to get the best price possible, the ToM(1) buyer attempts to hack this pricing scheme (Fig.2) by playing what amounts to a gambit. This manipulation is, for example, evident in the lower left side of Fig.2B. There, the buyer has little preference for the apple but is close to it. While the ToM(-1)
will reach for the orange, the ToM(1) picks the apple. Crucially, this incurs the ToM(1) a small negative reward in the first stage, but will lead a ToM(0) seller to mis-price the apple, resulting in a greater overall reward.

We can express this ruse in information-theoretic terms in two ways. Returning to the MI between (naive) preferences and policy, we show how the ToM(1) buyer manages to significantly reduce this informativeness about its preferences, particularly when one of the items is close (Fig. 2F). Furthermore, we can measure the success of the buyer’s ruse by asking how wrong the ToM(0) seller’s model is. We do so by measuring the KLD [15] between what the ToM(0) seller assumes to be the buyer’s policy (i.e., a ToM(-1) buyer) and the ToM(1)’s actual policy. This belief discrepancy is shown in Fig. 2H, highlighting the large discrepancies.

Having access to this ToM(1) buyer model, the ToM(2) seller becomes skeptical about the buyer’s actions, and adjusts its pricing appropriately. We show this pricing in Fig. 2B. When the maze setting enables the ToM(1)’s bluff (for example, when the apple costs are 1), observing an apple selection provides the seller with no information about the buyer’s preferences (compare the relevant policy of the ToM(1) agent and notice how it always chooses the apple regardless of preference). As a result, the seller ignores the distance travelled by the buyer and keeps pricing the items equivalently at these distances.

As the cost of bluffing increases, the seller adapts the apple price to match, but does so at a sub-linear rate, still remaining suspicious of the buyer’s choice—which is warranted by the buyer’s policy of over-selecting the under-preferred item. However, when the apple is farther away than the orange (right half of the plot), this logic switches, and picking the apple now becomes a very strong signal of the buyer actually liking the apple. This is because the ToM(1) buyer is now more likely to employ a similar ruse towards the orange, and would only pick an apple when it has a really strong preference towards it. Information theory again lets us formalize this skepticism via the KL-divergence as a function of the item more likely to be picked (see Fig. 2G that shows how the ToM(2) seller’s belief about the buyer is affected less, or, when the items are closer, not at all, by the buyer’s actions).

The ToM(3) attempts to maneuver around this skeptical pricing to achieve the best overall reward. However, it is essentially cornered and can only attempt minimal ruses in a few possible game settings, particularly when the items are roughly equidistant (see Fig. 2C). In fact, it must act like a ToM(1) buyer because the somewhat paranoid ToM(2) would otherwise overprice the preferred item heavily.

This inability to outmaneuver the seller significantly has an information-theoretic consequence. While the Mutual Information between policy and naive preferences of the ToM(3) buyer is, in some regions, slightly lower than the ToM(1)’s, the ToM(3) buyer cannot mischaracterize its preferences further (Fig. 2F). Equally, the discrepancy between the ToM(2) seller’s assumptions about the ToM(3) buyer and the truth is much less than that for the ToM(0) seller and ToM(1) buyer pair (Fig. 2H). Note that the ToM(2) dissimilarity increases in regions where the ToM(0) dissimilarity decreases, showing the ToM(3)’s attempts at deception.

4 Discussion and future work

Our work shows how purely reward-maximizing agents can appear to engage in complex information-theoretic signalling behavior. Crucially, unlike Strouse et al. [17] we do this in the absence of any hand-crafted value function and only rely on theory of mind and planning. More specifically, we show how senders can purposefully reduce the informativeness of their actions and target a receiver’s inference process. Equally, savvy receivers can become skeptical and selectively ignore or reinterpret a sender’s signal.

Our work is relevant for the study of social cognition in artificial [21, 22] and biological systems. For example, it adds a reinforcement learning and information-theoretic perspective to Goodhart’s law [23], which states that people tend to try to game statistical regularities used by authorities (e.g., the government or a retailer) for control purposes (e.g., taxation or dynamic pricing). There are many avenues for further enquiry. For example, how closely do humans [24, 25], or other animals [26, 27], actually follow our theoretic analyses? Furthermore, an expanded model might allow us to ask whether rational actors would choose to pay to observe, or for being observed, or how savvier sellers might act to shape an interaction to be especially informative.
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